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Important Update:CPPC Membership Fee Adjustment

Dear Esteemed Members of the College of Professional

Pilots of Canada (CPPC),

Today, we share news that marks a pivotal moment in our

journey together. After a careful and thoughtful review, we

have decided to adjust our membership fees from $60.00

to $80.00 for all CPPC members. This is our first increase

in 12 years, and we want to explain why this step is not

only necessary but also beneficial for all of us in the long

run.

 

Understanding the Change:

The modest increase, representing about a 2.7%

annualized adjustment over the last 12 years, is a

response to the realities we face: inflation and the rising

costs of providing top-notch services and opportunities to

our members. We have strived to keep this increase

minimal, mindful of its impact on you.

We can’t continue the

work we do without your

support. It is critical that

you keep your

membership in good

standing AND that you

continue to encourage

your friends and fellow

colleagues to do the same.

If you can't remember your

username or password,

email us and we can help.

If you have never been a

member, CLICK HERE to

join the CPPC.

 

A Look at Our Milestones and Future Plans

1. A Digital Leap Forward:

Our new website is a gateway to
resources, information, and a community
that supports your professional growth.
This investment in digital infrastructure is
essential in today’s fast-paced world.

2. Executive Leadership for Enhanced
Service:

The appointment of an Executive Director
and a dedicated team is a testament to
our commitment to professional
governance and operational excellence.
This change means more hands-on-deck
to support you and our board members,
translating into more efficient and effective
services.

3. Giving Back to the Aviation
Community:

Our contributions to aviation non-profits
aren’t just donations; they're investments
in the future of our field. Each contribution
is a step towards a more vibrant and
supportive aviation community.

4. Nurturing Future Talent:

The Flight School Reach-out Initiative is
our promise to the next generation. By
helping flight schools produce top-tier
commercial pilots, we're investing in the
future of aviation and ensuring a high
standard across the industry.

5. Advocacy for Fair and Equitable
Policies:

Our lobbying efforts with Transport
Canada and the Canadian Government
are more than just political engagement.
They're about securing a future where
Canadian pilots are prioritized and the
profession is respected and valued.

 

6. Mentorship: Passing the Torch:

Our Mentor Program is a bridge
connecting experienced pilots with those
just starting out. This initiative is crucial for
the transfer of knowledge and skills,
ensuring the legacy of excellence and
safety in Canadian aviation continues.

7. Empowering Student Pilots:

By integrating student pilots into our
community and providing them with
exclusive resources, we're not just helping
them achieve their licenses; we're helping
shape the future leaders of our industry.

8. Creating a Unified Community:

Our Communications Committee's efforts
in building inclusivity and a sense of
belonging are integral to our identity.
We're more than just a group of pilots;
we're a family, united by our passion for
aviation.

9. Keeping You Informed and
Connected:

Our newsletters aren’t just updates;
they're a lifeline keeping you informed
about industry trends, opportunities, and
news that matter to you.

10. Valuing Your Voice:

Your opinions and ideas matter. Our
surveys are designed to ensure your voice
directly influences our actions and future
initiatives.

11. Benefits That Matter:

Our partnership with TD Insurance
extends beyond typical corporate
agreements. It's about bringing tangible
benefits to your doorstep, adding value to
your CPPC membership, and it also
covers you for Loss of License Insurance,
a benefit usually only available to
unionized pilots.

       Your Role in Our Collective Success
Your membership fees are more than just financial contributions; they are

investments in our shared future. This increase is crucial for sustaining and
expanding the quality and scope of our influence over the aviation landscape, and

the services we provide

We understand the weight of this decision and assure you it was made with the
utmost respect for your trust and support. We are excited about the future and

confident that together, we will soar to new heights.

Thank you for being a part of this journey. Your support makes all the difference.

Together We Soar !
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